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ABSTRACT Certificateless strong designated verifier signature schemes have realized the merit of CL-PKC

against the traditional strong designated verifier signatures. However, when the signer and the designated

verifier disagree with the signature, existing schemes cannot distinguish the original signature from the

signature transcript. In addition, errors or malicious actions introduced by the designated verifier may lead

to the failure of signature verification. To solve these issues, we propose a certificateless verifiable strong

designated verifier signature scheme. When disputes arise between the signer and the verifier, the scheme

can effectively prevent the signer from denying the signature generated by the signer, as well as the

designated verifier from denying valid signatures or invalid ones. Our scheme does not rely on bilinear

pairings. The proposed scheme satisfies the requirements of verifiability, unforgeability, non-delegability,

non-transferability and signer ambiguity. We also provide formal security proof in the random oracle model

for the proposed scheme.

INDEX TERMS Certificateless signature, strong designated verifier signature, ECDLP, verifiable.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of mobile technology, Internet

of Things and wireless sensor network, it is particularly

important to ensure communication security in these appli-

cations. Secure cryptographic protocols could address com-

munication security problems above. Shamir [1] introduced

ID-based cryptosystem (IBC) in 1984. In IBC, users can

use unique identifiers as public keys. However, this requires

full trust in the public key generation (PKG). In 2003,

Al-Riyami and Paterson [2] proposed certificateless public

key cryptography (CL-PKC). The semi-trusted third-party

key generation center (KGC) replaces the trusted third party

PKG in the identity-based cryptosystem. KGC only generates

partial private keys for users, while users independently gen-

erate their own public key and private key by using the partial

private keys provided by KGC and secret values selected by

herself. In this way, KGC still maintains its ownmaster public

The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving
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key and master private key, manages part of the user’s private

key and cannot obtain the user’s secret key, thus solving the

key escrow problem [3].

In the designated verifier signature scheme, only the desig-

nated verifier can verify the signature, which is different from

the standard signature algorithm where anyone could verify

the signature. Since the signature is shared by the signer

and the designated verifier, when an adversary intercepts the

signature before the signature is received, the adversary could

judge who is the signer and who is the verifier. To solve this

problem, the concept of strongly designated verifier is pro-

posed. The designated verifier in the signature scheme needs

to generate a transcript which cannot be distinguished from

the original signature. Only the verifier can verify the validity

of the original signature. When the signer and the designated

verifier disagree with the signature, most strong designated

verifier signature (SDVS) schemes cannot distinguish the

original signature from the transcript. In other words, these

schemes are deniable. In addition, in the practical applica-

tions, there may be some errors or malicious actions in the
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verification process introduced by the designated verifier,

which may lead to the failure of signature verification, e.g.

a malicious verifier who deliberately denies the validity of

a valid signature or the verifier makes mistakes such as

entering awrong signature in the signature verification. These

errors or malicious actions could lead to invalidity of valid

signatures. It is unfair to the signer.

Consider such a scenario: User A may purchase a software

from Company B and enter the corresponding serial number

to the system to activate the software. However, the signa-

ture verification failed and the software cannot be activated.

Software Company B convinced that its signature is valid.

User A also insists on having purchased a genuine software,

and carried out the signature verification correctly. In other

words, the signer and the verifier dispute the signature. At this

moment, if there is no credible arbiter to judge the validity

of the signature, it is unfair for both of them. Therefore,

we propose a verifiable certificateless strong designated ver-

ifier signature scheme to solve the problem effectively.

To address the above issues, a certificateless verifiable

strong designated verifier signature scheme without bilinear

pairings is proposed in this paper. Our contributions in this

paper are as follows.

1) We propose a certificateless verifiable strong des-

ignated verifier signature scheme without bilinear

pairings.

2) In case of disputes between the signer and the verifier,

the scheme can effectively prevent the signer from

denying the signature generated by herself/himself,

as well as the designated verifier from denying valid

signatures or invalid ones.

3) The proposed scheme satisfies the requirements of veri-

fiability, unforgeability, non-delegability, non-transfer-

ability and signer ambiguity. And we prove it in the

random oracle model under the hardness of the Elliptic

Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II

reviews related work. Section III provides preliminaries;

Section IV presents security models for the proposed scheme;

Section V provides the proposed scheme. Section VI gives

a formal security proof; Section VII presents performance

comparison. Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

A. CERTIFICATELESS SIGNATURE

In traditional public key cryptography (PKC), it is necessary

to verify the user’s public key before using it, because it is

necessary to ensure that malicious third parties cannot tamper

with or replace the user’s public key.

To solve this problem, the general method is to bind users

and their public keys by issuing certificates by certification

authority (CA). However, this greatly increases the use and

management cost of certificate management (certificate revo-

cation, storage, distribution and verification, etc.).

In 1984, Shamir [1] first introduced ID-based cryptosys-

tem (IBC) to solve the heavy certificate management in

public key infrastructure (PKI). However, IBC has an

unavoidable key escrow problem, that is, the private key

generator (PKG) has the private key of all users, and the

PKG must be completely trusted. In 2003, Al-Riyami and

Paterson [2] first proposed certificateless public key cryp-

tography (CL-PKC). Following the pioneering work of

Al-Riyami and Paterson, Huang et al. [4] reported a secu-

rity loophole in their scheme. In 2004, Yum and Lee [5]

proposed a general structure of certificateless signature, but

Hu et al. [6], [7] found that this structure was insecure for

type I adversary. The type I adversary is a malicious user

who cannot access the master key and the target user’s partial

private key, but can replace the public key of any user. They

provided an improved scheme and analyzed the security in

a simplified security model. In 2009, Shim [8] pointed out

that certificateless signature schemes are generally forgeable

against type I adversaries, who can obtain valid signatures by

replacing the users’ public key. This means that security of

signature schemes in one system setting cannot guarantee the

security of signature schemes in another system setting.

Later, Huang et al. defined new and different formal secu-

rity models [9], [10]. The adversaries can be divided into nor-

mal, strong and super levels according to their attack power.

Subsequently, Tso et al. [11] also proposed another security

model. Choi et al. [12] proposed a new short certificateless

signature scheme which can resist super-level adversaries.

It is the first certificateless signature scheme to satisfy the

strongest security level and the shortest signature length.

Some different types of certificateless signature schemes

have been proposed, including threshold signature, proxy

signature, aggregate signature, designated verifier signature

etc. Yuan et al. [14] in 2014 proposed a new certificateless

threshold signature scheme (CLTHS) security model and

a new certificateless threshold signature scheme based on

bilinear mappings. Their security was based on a random

oracle. Xiong et al. [15] in 2015 constructed a certificateless

threshold signature scheme without random oracles or ideal

ciphers for the first time. Gayathri et al. [13] in 2018 proposed

a certificateless directed signature scheme without pairings in

order to improve computing and communication efficiency.

In 2012, Zhang et al. [16] and Seo et al. [17] defined

the security model of certificateless proxy signature scheme,

and proposed the certificateless proxy signature schemes

based on pairings, respectively. However, due to the compu-

tational complexity of pairings, He et al. [18] in 2013 pro-

posed the first certificateless proxy signature scheme without

pairings. This scheme can effectively improve efficiency

and is especially suitable for practical applications where

computational resources are severely constrained. Later,

Lu and Li [19] in 2016 provided a certificateless proxy

signature scheme with higher security, which can achieve

unforgeability under adaptive chosen-message attacks and

resist public key replacement attacks and a malicious

KGC attack, and their scheme has relatively few public

parameters and lower computational overheads. In addi-

tion, Du and Wen [20] presented the definition and security
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model of a certificateless proxy multiple signature (CLPMS)

scheme based on pairings for the first time which was prov-

ably secure in the security model.

Boneh et al. [21] introduced the concept of aggregate

signature in 2003. Subsequently, Xiong et al. [22] proposed

an efficient certificateless aggregate signature (CAS) scheme

with a constant pairing computation. This scheme is suit-

able for ad hoc networks, because it does not need synchro-

nization to aggregate randomness. However, He et al. [23]

in 2014 found that Xiong’s scheme could not resist type II

adversary who could forge any legal signature of messages.

Later, Cheng et al. [24] analyzed Xiong et al.’s scheme and

pointed out that Xiong et al.’s scheme could not resist the

‘‘honesty but curiosity’’ KGC attack. Then they put for-

ward an improved scheme which could resist the ‘‘malicious

but passive’’ KGC attack under the random oracle model.

Subsequently, more CAS schemes are proposed and applied

in practice. For example, Horng et al. [25] in 2015 and

Kumar et al. [26] in 2018 proposed CAS schemes for vehic-

ular sensor network and healthcare wireless sensor networks,

respectively. Wireless sensors send detection data and sig-

natures to cloud platforms for verification and verification,

which will greatly benefit the development of human health

care. In addition, Cui et al. [27] in 2018 and Zhong et al. [28]

in 2019 respectively proposed CAS schemes in VANETs to

reduce strong assumptions about ideal tamper-proof devices

(TPD) as well as computing and communication costs. The

difference between Cui’s scheme and Zhong’s scheme is that

Cui’s scheme does not use bilinear pairings, and their scheme

is slightly more efficient than that of Zhong’s.

In 2012, Tso et al. [11] proposed a strong secure cer-

tificateless short signature, which is more suitable for low

bandwidth channels and/or low computing power systems

requiring higher security levels. In 2018, Jia et al. [29]

and Zhang et al. [30] put forward their certificateless sig-

nature schemes respectively. Besides, some medical appli-

cation schemes were proposed. Ma et al. [31] in 2018

provided a certificateless signature scheme in the mobile

medical system. And Shen et al. [32] proposed a lightweight

online/offline certificateless signature scheme that can be

applied to the medical system of the Internet of Things.

It can realize the anonymous authentication of users in the

wireless body area networks and low computational complex-

ity and high efficiency. Certificateless signature is also used

in cloud services and authentication protocols. Shen et al.

in 2018 proposed a cloud-assisted lightweight certificateless

authentication protocol [33], and a lightweight multi-layer

authentication protocol for infinite body area network [34].

The former is anonymous, suitable for wireless body area

network, and can be applied to telemedicine technology.

The latter provides a certificateless protocol without pair-

ings. For multi-group authentication protocols, the group key

algorithm between personal digital assistant and each sensor

node is established to achieve high energy efficiency and low

computing cost. In addition, Zhou et al. [35] provided an

effective certificateless signature scheme for cloud services.

Miao et al. [36] proposed a verifiable multi-keyword

search scheme (VMKS) based on certificateless cryptogra-

phy, which realized the indistinguishability of ciphertexts

and the unforgeability of signature. In other certificateless

applications, a new trust anonymous authentication scheme

for pervasive social networks was proposed by Yan et al.

in 2018, which allows one or more authorized parties to

publish the latest aggregate lists of integrated node trust for

certificateless authenticating trust with unforgeability, non-

linkability and conditional traceability [37]. However, most

of the above schemes are based on elliptic curve. In 2012,

Zhang and Mao [38] proposed a certificateless signature

scheme based on RSA, whose security is closely related to

RSA and discrete logarithm problems.

And in the above signature schemes, most of them did not

consider the undeniability of signatures. Duan [39] proposed

the first certificateless undeniable signature scheme, which

can realize the existential unforgeability for type I and type I

adversaries. Moreover, both the confirmation protocol and

the denial protocol can be proved by zero knowledge. Later,

Zhao and Ye [40] proposed an efficient certificateless and

undeniable signature scheme based on pairings. Compared

with Duan’s scheme, their scheme was more efficient than

Duan’s scheme, but they had a weakness, that is, they

could only prove the unforgeability of their scheme in the

weak model. Zhang et al. [41] pointed out that certifi-

cateless cryptography can solve the key escrow problem in

IBC, but cannot solve the single point of failure. Therefore,

they proposed a hierarchical certificateless signature scheme.

Root KGC distributes workload by delegating part of pri-

vate key generation and authentication to lower-level KGCs,

which made multi-level KGCs and users form a tree struc-

ture. A user is a leaf node in the tree structure, so the

verifier only needs to find the public key of the signer

through the root KGC and the identity information of the

signer.

Shim [42] compared the security models of Hu et al. [7],

Huang et al. [10], and Au et al. [43]. Shim analyzed three

certificateless signature schemes and put forward some sug-

gestions for using hash function to realize valid signatures

which can bind the signer’s identity, public key, message and

random value.

When the cryptosystem runs in real environment,

it may be physically attacked by side channel attacks

(SCA). In order to solve this problem, Huang et al. [44]

in 2018 analysed the black-box construction of leakage-

resilient ID-Based signature and certificateless signature.

They defined the security models and proposed the structures

of leakage-resilient identity-based signature and leakage-

resilient certificateless signature based on leakage-resilient

cryptography.

B. STRONG DESIGNATED VERIFIER SIGNATURE

The designated verifier signature (DVS) was first proposed

by Jakobsson et al. [45] at Eurocrypt’96. In the designated

verifier signature scheme, since the signature is shared by the
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signer and the designated verifier, the adversary can intercept

the signature before the signature is sent and determine the

signer.

In order to solve this problem, Saeednia et al. [46] proposed

the concept of the strong designated verifier in 2003. The des-

ignated verifier generates a transcript that is indistinguishable

from the original one, and only the designated verifier can

verify the validity of the signature by using his own private

key.

In order to solve the problems of designated veri-

fier signature in traditional public key cryptosystem and

ID-based cryptosystem, Huang et al. [47] proposed a cer-

tificateless designated verifier signature scheme. However,

their scheme was insecure for ‘‘malicious but passive’’ KGC.

In certificateless cryptography, the malicious but passive

KGC can eavesdrop on partial private key sent to the user,

but it cannot replace the user’s public key and full private

key.

Later, Yang et al. [48] in 2009 proposed an efficient cer-

tificateless strong designated verifier signature (CL-SDVS)

scheme based on pairings. Later, Xiao et al. [49] in 2010 pro-

posed a CL-SDVS scheme based on pairings. In 2011,

Zhang et al. showed Xiao et al.’s scheme was insecure

under a public key replacement attack and gave an improved

scheme [50]. In 2012, Islam and Iswas [51] proposed

a CL-SDVS scheme which is provably secure based on pair-

ings. However, Liu et al. [52] in 2013 pointed out that in

Islam et al.’s scheme, the private key generated by the user

was involved in signature generation, but it did not play a

role in signature verification, so the scheme could not resist

malicious KGC attacks.

Afterwards, Chen et al. [53] in 2017 proposed a CL-SDVS

scheme with non-delegation. In 2018, Lin [54] defined the

first CL-SDVS scheme with signer ambiguity under key-

compromise attacks and gave a new CL-SDVS scheme.

The scheme not only has non-delegatability under adaptive

chosen-message attacks, but also achieves signer ambiguity

under key-compromise attacks.

In the strong designated verifier signatures, the origi-

nal signature and the transcript are indistinguishable, which

might easily induce that the signer and the designated ver-

ifier dispute the signature and deny their responsibility.

In other words, these signature schemes are not undeniable.

Hu et al. [55] in 2017 proposed an undeniable strong des-

ignated verifier signature schemes without pairings to solve

this problem. If a trusted arbiter verifies a disputed signa-

ture, the signature which is a transcript generated by the

designated verifier or the original signature generated by the

signer could be easily identified. However, a signature which

is neither the original signature nor the transcript will be

mistakenly identified as the original signature signed by the

signer. Subsequently, Hu et al. [56] proposed new undeniable

strong designated verifier signature schemes which solved

the above problem. Arbiter can identify whether the disputed

signature is the original signature or a transcript, or neither of

them.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we will review the mathematical knowledge

of elliptic curves and some difficult problems.

A. ELLIPTIC CURVE

Let p be a large prime number and GF (p) be a prime finite

field. All points over an elliptic curve E/Fp along with a

special point at infinity O form a cyclic additive group G1

of order n. P is a generator of group G1 if n is the smallest

number such that nP = O.

Here are some rules on elliptic curves:

1) The point O is additive identity of the group G1.

2) A line perpendicular to the X-axis intersects the ellip-

tic curve at two points, the X coordinates of which

are equal, that is, P1 = (x, y) and P2 = (x, −y).

It intersects with the curve at infinity O, so P1 = −P1.

3) All points P = (x, y) ∈ Ep (a, b) on an elliptic curve,

all points satisfy P+ O = O+ P = P.

4) There are P = (x1, y1) ∈ Ep (a, b) and Q = (x2, y2) ∈

Ep (a, b), then P + Q = (x3, y3) ∈ Ep (a, b) which

satisfies: x3 = λ2 − x1 − x2, y3 = λ (x1 − x3) − y1 and

λ =

{

y2−y1
x2−x1

ifP 6= Q

3x21+a

2y1
ifP = Q.

5) There are P,Q ∈ Ep (a, b), then P+ Q = Q+ P.

6) There are P,Q,R ∈ Ep (a, b), then P + (Q+ R) =

(P+ Q) + R.

7) If k is an integer, for all points P ∈ Ep (a, b) satisfies:

k · P = P+ P+ P+ · · · + P (there are kP additions).

8) If s and t are integers, for all points P ∈ Ep (a, b)

satisfies: (s+ t)·P = s·P+t ·P and s·(t · P) = t ·(s · P).

B. COMPUTATIONAL ASSUMPTION

1) COMPUTATIONAL DIFFIE-HELLMAN PROBLEM (CDHP)

Given P, aP, bP ∈ G1 where G1 is a cyclic group of order n,

P ∈ G1 and a, b ∈ Z∗
q, and it is computationally intractable to

compute the value abP ∈ G1.

2) COMPUTATIONAL DIFFIE-HELLMAN (CDH) ASSUMPTION

The advantage for every probabilistic polynomial-time

algorithm A to solve the CDH is negligible.

Definition 1: The (t, ε)-CDH assumption holds if there is

no polynomial-time algorithm A that can solve the CDHP in

time at most t and with an advantage ε.

3) ELLIPTIC CURVE DISCRETE LOGARITHM

PROBLEM (ECDLP)

Given a point Q = aP ∈ G1 where a ∈ Zn, it is infeasible to

compute a with non-negligible probability.

4) ELLIPTIC CURVE DISCRETE LOGARITHM (ECDL)

ASSUMPTION

The advantage for every probabilistic polynomial-time

algorithm A to solve the ECDLP is negligible.
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TABLE 1. Displays the symbols used in the next section.

Definition 2: The (t, ε)- ECDL assumption holds if there

is no polynomial-time algorithmA that can solve the ECDLP

in time at most t and with an advantage ε.

IV. SYSTEM MODEL AND SECURITY MODEL

We will provide the system model and security model for

certificateless verifiable designated verifier signatures.

A. SYSTEM MODEL

The system model in Figure 1 consists of four participants:

the third-party key generation center (KGC), a signer, a

verifier and the secure and trusted arbiter. KGC is used to

set up the system and provides partial private keys of users

(signers, verifiers and the arbiter). KGC has its own master

private key and public key. The signer, the verifier and the

arbiter obtain partial private keys provided byKGC and secret

values selected by itself to generate the full private keys

and public keys, respectively. In the signature generation,

the signer uses the public keys of the verifier and the arbiter

as well as the random number selected by itself to gener-

ate the corresponding signature and sends it to the verifier.

In the signature verification, the verifier uses public keys

of the signer and private keys of itself to verify the validity

FIGURE 1. System model.

of the signature. After signature verification is successful,

the verifier generates a transcript of the signature by using

public keys of the signer, the arbiter and a random integer

selected by itself. When the signer and verifier dispute the

signature, either party can send the disputed signature to the

arbiter, and request the verifiable verification. The other party

uses public keys of the arbiter, the signer and its own private

key to generate parameters which will be sent to the arbiter.

The arbiter indirectly verifies the validity of the signature and

the correctness of the verification result by using its private

key and the information sent by both parties. Finally, the

arbiter returns the result to the signer and the verifier.

B. ADVERSARY TYPES

The security models for a certificateless strong designated

verifier signature scheme are defined by the follow two

games for Type I adversary and Type II adversary, respec-

tively. Each of the games will capture the notion of exis-

tential unforgeability under adaptive chosen-message attacks.

Type I adversary is a malicious user who cannot access the

master key and the target user’s partial private key, but can

replace the public key of any user. Type II adversary is a

malicious but passive KGC [44], who can obtain access the

master key and the user’s partial private key, but cannot get

the user’s secret value key nor replace the user’s public key.

Next, we will define three games to verify the security of

our scheme.

C. SECURITY MODELS

This subsection gives security games which assume what the

adversary could do against the proposed scheme.

GAME_1: The game between challenger C and

adversary A are used to simulate the adaptive chosen-

message attacks of a Type I adversary.

We use the following challenger-adversary interactive

games to simulate the adaptive chosen-message attacks of the

Type I adversary.

Setup: The challenger C inputs a security parameter l,

runs the Setup algorithm, and generates the master-private
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key, master-public key and other system parameters. The

challenger C returns the public system parameters to the

adversary A.

Hash-Query: The adversary A can send any input to the

challenger C, and the challenger returns the corresponding

hash output to the adversary.

Create-Users: The adversary A sends a user’s ID to

the challenger C, and the challenger runs the Partial-

Private-Key Extraction algorithm, the Set-Secret-Value

algorithm, the Set-Private-Key algorithm and the Set-

Public-Key algorithm and updates Partial_private_key_list ,

Secret_value_list , Public_key_list . Finally, the challenger

returns the corresponding public key Pubi = {PKU i,PKS i}

to the adversary.

Finally, C adds (IDi, si, ui,PKU i,PKS i) to user_list .

If the ID already exists in the user_list , the corresponding

public key is returned directly.

Partial-Private-key-Query: The adversaryA sends a user’s

ID to the challenger C. The challenger C first searches partial-

private-key-list for the corresponding ID. If it does not exist,

the challenger runs Create-Users algorithm and updates the

corresponding list.

And finally returns the corresponding partial private key to

the adversary. Conversely, the challenger returns the search

results to the adversary.

Secret-Value-Query: The adversary A sends a user’s ID

to the challenger. If it does not exist, the challenger runs

Create-Users algorithm and updates the corresponding list.

Finally, the challenger returns the corresponding secret value

to the adversary. Conversely, the challenger returns the search

results to the adversary.

Public-key-Query: The adversary A inputs IDi to request

Public-key-query from the challenger C. The challenger C

runs the Create-Users algorithm to obtain the pub-

lic key {PKU i,PKS i}. Finally, C returns the public

key {PKU i,PKS i} to A and adds (IDi,PKU i,PKS i) to

Public_key_list .

If C finds the corresponding record in the Public_key_list ,

then returns {PKU i,PKS i} to A, C does not need to perform

the above steps.

Replace-Public-key-Query: The adversary A sends a

user’s ID and a new public key Pub′
i =

{

PKU ′
i,PKS

′
i

}

to the

challenger C. The Challenger updates the list of users’ public

keys and replaces them with the corresponding users’ public

keys.

CL-VSDVS-Generation-Query: The adversaryA sends the

signer’s IDi, verifier’s IDj and message m to the chal-

lenger C. The Challenger runs the CL-VSDVS-Generation

algorithm and sends the corresponding signature σ to the

adversary.

CL-VSDVS-Verification-Query: The adversaryA sends the

signer’s IDi, verifier’s IDj andmessagem and the correspond-

ing signature σ to the challenger C. The challenger runs the

CL-VSDVS-Verification algorithm and returns the result of

the signature verification to the adversary.

Forgery: Finally, the adversary A gives a quaternion
(

m∗, σ ∗, ID∗
i , ID

∗
j

)

which satisfy:

① The signature σ ∗ is the valid signature of ID∗
i , ID

∗
j

and the message m∗. The adversary A has never submitted

the CL-VSDVS-Generation-query of ID∗
i , ID

∗
j and m

∗ to the

challenger C.

② The adversary A has never submitted Partial-private-

key-query and Secret-value-query about ID∗
i , ID∗

j to

challenger C.

GAME_2: We use the following challenger-adversary

interactive games to simulate the adaptive chosen-message

attacks of the Type II adversary.

Setup: The challenger C inputs a security parameter l,

runs the Setup algorithm, and generates the master-private

key, master-public key and other system parameters. The

challenger C returns the master-private key and public system

parameters to the adversary A.

Hash-Query: The adversary A can send any input to the

challenger C, and the challenger returns the corresponding

hash output to the adversary.

Create-Users: The adversary A sends a user’s ID to

the challenger C, and the challenger runs the Partial-

Private-Key Extraction algorithm, the Set-Secret-Value

algorithm, the Set-Private-Key algorithm and the Set-

Public-Key algorithm and updates Partial_private_key_list ,

Secret_value_list , Public_key_list . Finally, the challenger

returns the corresponding public key Pubi = {PKU i,PKS i}

to the adversary.

Finally, C adds (IDi, si, ui,PKU i,PKS i) to user_list .

If the ID already exists in the user_list , the corresponding

public key is returned directly.

Partial-Private-key-Query: The adversaryA sends a user’s

ID to the challenger C. The challenger C runs Partial-Private-

Key Extraction algorithm, and finally returns the correspond-

ing partial private key to the adversary.

Secret-Value-Query: The adversary A sends a user’s ID to

the challenger. The challenger C runs the Set-Secret-Value

algorithm and returns the corresponding secret value to the

adversary.

Public-key-Query: The adversary A sends a user’s ID to

the challenger. The challenger C runs the Set-Public-Key

algorithm and returns the corresponding public key to the

adversary.

CL-VSDVS-Generation-Query: The adversaryA sends the

signer’s IDi, verifier’s IDj and message m to the chal-

lenger C. The Challenger runs the CL-VSDVS-Generation

algorithm and sends the corresponding signature σ to the

adversary.

CL-VSDVS-Verification-Query: The adversaryA sends the

signer’s IDi, verifier’s IDj andmessagem and the correspond-

ing signature σ to the challenger C. The challenger runs the

CL-VSDVS-Verification algorithm and returns the result of

the signature verification to the adversary.

Forgery: The adversary A gives a quaternion
(

m∗, σ ∗, ID∗
i , ID

∗
j

)

which satisfy:
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FIGURE 2. Algorithm 1.

① The signature σ ∗ is the valid signature of ID∗
i , ID

∗
j

and the message m∗. The adversary A has never submitted

the CL-VSDVS-Generation-query of ID∗
i , ID

∗
j and m

∗ to the

challenger C.

② The adversary A has never submitted and Secret-value-

query about ID∗
i , ID

∗
j to challenger C.

Definition 3: In the random oracle model, if there is no

adversary having non-negligible advantage to solve ECDLP,

then a certificateless verifiable strong designated verifier sig-

nature scheme satisfies the security requirements of existen-

tially unforgeable under adaptive chosen-message attacks.

Definition 4: Verifiability: A certificateless verifiable

strong designated verifier signature scheme satisfies verifia-

bility if it is not computationally feasible to determine who is

the signer or verifier except that the arbiter can judge whether

the signature generated by the signer or the verifier when

there is a dispute between the signer and the verifier.

Definition 5: Non-transferability: A certificateless veri-

fiable strong designated verifier signature scheme satisfies

non-transferability if it is not computationally feasible to

determine who is the signer or verifier.

V. PROPOSED SCHEME

This section describes our proposed CL-VSDVS scheme.

Here we assume that the signer is UA, the designated verifier

is UB, and the arbitrator is UR.

Setup:On inputting a security parameter l, the KGC selects

a large prime number p and an elliptic curve Ep (a, b) : y2 =

x3 + ax + b (mod p) over filed GF (p) satisfying that 4a3 +

27b2 (mod p) 6= 0 where a, bǫFp. Let G1 be a cyclic additive

group consisting of the points on Ep (a, b) and a special point

at infinity O. P is a base point of order n over G1. KGC

randomly picks s ∈ [1, n− 1] as the master private key and

calculates Ps = s ·P as the master public key. KGC also picks

three secure hash functions: H1 : G1 × {0, 1}∗ → Z∗
n , H2 :

G1 × {0, 1}∗ → Z∗
n , H3 : G1 × Z∗

n → Z∗
n . The public param-

eters are composed of
{

Ep (a, b) ,G1, n,P,Ps,H1,H2,H3

}

.

The algorithm is shown in Figure 2 and step ① in Figure 7.

Partial-Private-Key Extraction: Each user Ui can request

his/her partial private key from the KGC by inputting an iden-

tity IDi. KGC randomly chooses ri ∈ [1, n− 1] to compute:

Di = ri · P, (1)

hi = H1 (Di, IDi) , (2)

si = ri + his. (3)

FIGURE 3. Algorithm 2.

FIGURE 4. Algorithm 3.

FIGURE 5. Algorithm 4.

FIGURE 6. Algorithm 5.

Then KGC sends the partial private key {si,Di} to the user

via a secure channel. The user Ui can compute the hi =

H1 (Di, IDi) to check the validity of the key. The correctness

is guaranteed by the following equation:

si · P = Di + hi · Ps. (4)

The algorithm is shown in Figure 3 and steps ② and ③

in Figure 7.

Set-Secret-Value: The user Ui randomly selects an integer

number ui ∈ [1, n− 1] and sets ui as his/her secret value.

The algorithm is shown in Figure 4 and step ④ in Figure 7.

Set-Private-Key: The user Ui sets sk i = {ui, si} as his full

private key.

The algorithm is shown in Figure 5 and step ⑤ in Figure 7.

Set-Public-Key: The user Ui computes:

PKUi = ui · Ps, (5)

PKSi = si · P. (6)

Then user Ui sets Pubi = {PKU i,PKS i} as his/her full

public key.

The algorithm is shown in Figure 6 and step ⑥ in Figure 7.

CL-VSDVS-Generation: Before the signature generation,

the signer calculates R = uA · PKUR with the trusted
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FIGURE 7. Setup and key generation of the proposed scheme.

FIGURE 8. Algorithm 6.

arbiter UR ’s public key. And (xR, yR) is extracted by the

coordinates of R.

For generating a signature for message m ∈ {0, 1}∗

intended for the user UB, the signer UA randomly selects

q ∈ [1, n− 1] to compute:

Q = q · Ps (7)

T = q · (xR · Ps+ PKUB) , (8)

Z = (sA + y1) · (PKSB + y1 · P) , (9)

k = H2 (Z ,m) , (10)

V = (x1 · uA + q · k) · PKUB, (11)

e = H3 (V , k) . (12)

where (x1, y1) is extracted by the coordinates of T and

(x2, y2) is extracted by the coordinates of Q. If y2 is even,

set the flag with a length of 1 bit to 0, otherwise, set the flag

to 1. The CL-VSDVS on message m is σ = {T , e, x2,flag}

which will be sent to the designated verifier UB.

The algorithm is shown in Figure 8 and steps ①, ② and ③

in Figure 10.

CL-VSDVS-Verification: The designated verifier UB
received σ = {T , e, x2,flag}, and verify its validity. In order

to verify it, the designated verifier UB uses x2 to calculate y′2
according to the elliptic curve formula. Since the y′2 obtained

by the calculation has two values, the true value of y′2 is

determined according to the flag. The designated verifier UB
sets Q′ =

(

x2, y
′
2

)

. Then the verifier computes:

Z ′ =
(

sB + y1
′
)

·
(

PKSA + y1
′ · P

)

, (13)

k ′ = H2

(

Z ′,m
)

, (14)

V ′ = uB · x ′
1 · PKUA + uB · k ′ · Q′, (15)

e′ = H3

(

V ′, k ′
)

(16)

where
(

x ′
1, y

′
1

)

is extracted by the coordinates of T .

FIGURE 9. Algorithm 7.

FIGURE 10. Signature generation, verification and simulation of the
proposed scheme.

If e′ = e, the designated verifier UB is convinced of the

validity of σ = {T , e, x2,flag}. The correctness of the scheme

is guaranteed by the following description.

The algorithm is shown in Figure 9 and steps ③ and ④

in Figure 10.

A. CORRECTNESS DESCRIPTION

Then we can know that

Z ′ =
(

sB + y′1
)

·
(

PKSA + y′1 · P
)

=
(

sB + y′1
)

·
(

sA + y′1
)

· P

=
(

sA + y′1
)

·
(

PKSB + y′1 · P
)

= Z

k ′ = H2

(

Z ′,m
)

= H2 (Z ,m) = k

V ′ =
(

uB · x ′
1 · PKUA + uB · k ′ · Q

)

= uB ·
(

x ′
1 · uA + k ′ · q

)

· Ps

=
(

x ′
1 · skA + q · k

)

PKUB

by the equation (7) (9) (10) and (11). Finally, we can obtain

that e′ = H3

(

V ′, k ′
)

= H3 (V , k) = e by the equation (12).

CL-VSDVS-Simulation: The designated verifier UB calcu-

lates R = uB ·PKUR with the trusted arbiterUR ’s public key.

And (xR, yR) is extracted by the coordinates of R.

selects randomly q ∈ [1, n− 1], then UB computes:

Q = q · Ps, (17)

T = q · (xR · Ps+ PKUB) , (18)

Z = (sB + y1) · (PKSA + y1 · P) , (19)

k = H2

(

Z ,m
)

, (20)

V = uB · x1 · PKUA + uBk · Q, (21)

e = H3

(

V , k
)

. (22)

where (x1, y1) is extracted by the coordinates of T and

(x2, y2) is extracted by the coordinates of Q. If y2 is even,

set the flag with a length of 1 bit to 0, otherwise, set the flag

to 1.
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FIGURE 11. Algorithm 8.

Obviously, the transcript σ =
{

T , e, x2,flag
}

on the mes-

sage m also can also be verified.

The algorithm is shown in Figure 11 and step ⑤

in Figure 10.

CL-VSDVS-Verifiable Verification: When the signer UA
and verifier UB dispute signature σ ∗ =

{

T ∗, e∗, x∗
2 ,flag∗

}

of the message m∗.

The results of signature verification are as follows: the

first case is that both signer and verifier think the signature

is valid; the second case is that both signer and verifier

think that the signature is invalid; the third case is that

signer insists the signature is valid but the verifier insists

the signature is invalid; the fourth case is that signer insists

the signature is invalid but the verifier insists the signature

is valid. In the first and second cases, there is no dispute

between the signer and the verifier; in the third and fourth

cases, there is dispute between the signer and the verifier.

And the above verification results can be verified by the

arbiter.

When a dispute arises between the signer and the verifier,

we assume that the participant who considers signature is

invalid is UC , and the participant who considers signature is

valid is UD.

UC as a claimant will send the disputed signature to the

trusted arbiter UR, who will receive the signature and send it

to UD for confirmation whether the signature sent by UR is

the disputed one. After the confirmation is successful, UD as

a prover computes Y = sD·PKSR and gets Y1 = xD·sD·PKSC
and Y2 = xD · uD · PKUC where xD is the x coordinate of Y ,

then sends {Y1,Y2} to the arbiter.

After the arbiter UR receives the signature and verification

parameters {Y1,Y2},UR computes R′
1 = uR ·PKUC and R′

2 =

uR ·PKUD, and
(

x ′
R1, y

′
R1

)

and
(

x ′
R2, y

′
R2

)

are extracted by the

coordinates of R′
1 and R

′
2 respectively. The arbiter UR uses x

∗
2

to calculate y∗2 according to the elliptic curve formula. Since

the y∗2 obtained by the calculation has two values, the true

value of y∗2 is determined according to the flag∗. The arbiter

UR sets Q∗ =
(

x∗
2 , y∗2

)

and computes Y ′ = sR · PKSD, and

gets Y ′
1 =

(

x ′
D

)−1
· Y1 and Y

′
2 =

(

x ′
D

)−1
· Y2 where x

′
D is the

x coordinate of Y ′.

Finally, the arbiter UR computes:

Z∗
1 = Y ′

1 + y∗1 · (PKSC + PKSD) + y∗1 · y∗1 · P,

k∗
1 = H2

(

Z∗
1 ,m∗

)

,

V ∗
1 = x∗

1 · Y ′
2 + k∗ ·

(

T ∗ − x ′
R1 · Q∗

)

,

V ∗
2 = x∗

1 · Y ′
2 + k∗ ·

(

T ∗ − x ′
R2 · Q∗

)

,

e∗1 = H3

(

V ∗
1 , k∗

)

,

e∗2 = H3

(

V ∗
2 , k∗

)

.

where
(

x∗
1 , y∗1

)

is extracted by the coordinates of T ∗.

If e∗1 = e∗, then the arbiter judges that UD is right and the

signature is valid and produced by UC . Else if e
∗
2 = e∗, then

the arbiter judges that the signature is valid and produced by

UD. When e∗1 6= e∗ and e∗2 6= e∗, the arbiter judges that the

signature is invalid and UC is right.

The algorithm is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 2.

B. CORRECTNESS DESCRIPTION

Here, we use the following case to illustrate the correctness.

We assume that UC is the signer and UD is the verifier and

the signature is valid and generated by UC . And according to

equation (7) and (8), we can get that

T ∗ − x ′
R · Q∗ = q · (xR · PS + PKUD) − x ′

R1 · q · Ps

= q·PKUD = uD · Q∗.

And we can get Y ′
1 =

(

x ′
D

)−1
· Y1 = sC · sD · P and Y ′

2 =
(

x ′
D

)−1
· Y2 = uC · uD · P.

Therefore, we can compute:

Z∗
1 = Y ′

1 + y∗1 · (PKSC + PKSD) + y∗1 · y∗1 · P

= sC · sD · P+ y∗1 · (sC · P+ sD · P) + y∗1 · y∗1 · P

= sC ·
(

y∗1 + sD
)

· P+ y∗1 ·
(

sD + y∗1
)

· P

=
(

y∗1 + sC
)

·
(

y∗1 + sD
)

· P

=
(

y∗1 + sC
)

·
(

y∗1 · P+ PKSD
)

= Z

k∗ = H2

(

Z∗
1 ,m∗

)

= k

V ∗
1 = x∗

1 · Y ′
2 + k∗ ·

(

T ∗ − x ′
R · Q∗

)

= x∗
1 · uD · PKUC + k∗ · uD · Q∗

=
(

x∗
1 · uC + q · k

)

·PKUD = V

Finally, we get the conclusion: e∗1 = H3 (V ∗, k∗) = e∗.

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we will provide security analysis of the new

scheme.

A. SECURITY PROOF

1) VERIFIABILITY

Theorem 1: The proposed certificateless verifiable strong

designated verifier signature scheme is verifiable when the

signer and the verifier dispute.

Proof: When the signer UA wants to generate a signa-

ture about the designated verifier UB, the signer will nego-

tiate a secret value xR using the arbiter UR’s public key.
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FIGURE 12. Algorithm 9.

FIGURE 13. Arbitration.

And xR will be used in the signature generation as T =

q · (xR · Ps+ PKUB), but in the verification of the signature,

according to the verification algorithm, the designated ver-

ifier UB cannot obtain the value of xR by T based on the

hardness of ECDLP. However, the arbiter UR can use his

private key and the signer UA’s public key to get the secret

value xR. Then the arbiterUR can verify the controversial sig-

nature by the x_R and {Y_1,Y_2 }. While when the verifier

U_B wants to generate a transcript of the signature generated

byU_A, the verifier will negotiate a secret value (x_R ) using

the arbiter U_R’s public key. And x_R will be used in the

signature simulation as T = q ·(xR · Ps+ PKUB). Therefore,

the arbiter can judge whether the signature generated by

the signer or the verifier or others by the secret value xR
and xR.

In each case, one party will confirmwhether the other party

sends the corresponding signature to the arbiter to prevent the

sending party from sending the wrong signature to affect the

arbitration results.

When the signer insists the signature is valid but the veri-

fier insists the signature is invalid, if the signer sending the

wrong {Y1,Y2} to the arbiter, it may lead to the failure of

the disputed signature verification and the arbiter judges that

the verifier is correct. In addition, when the signer insists

the signature is invalid but the verifier insists the signature

is valid, if the verifier sends the wrong {Y1,Y2} to the arbiter,

it may lead to the failure of the disputed signature verification

and the arbiter judges that the signer is correct. Therefore,

this method can effectively prevent the signer or verifier from

intentionally sending the wrong {Y1,Y2} to affect the arbiter’s

true judgment.

2) NON-TRANSFERABILITY

Theorem 2: The proposed certificateless verifiable desig-

nated verifier signature scheme is non-transferable.

Proof: Non-transferability means that it is not computa-

tionally feasible to determine who is the signer or verifier.

In our scheme, signatures and transcripts can be verified,

and they are indistinguishable. Therefore, an adversary can

whonot judge is the signer or verifier based on the signature.

Even if there is a dispute between the signer and the verifier,

the arbiter needs the {Y1,Y2} sent by the signer or the verifier

and the secret value xR or xR negotiated by himself and the

signer to verify the disputed signature. Besides, in the arbitra-

tion, the arbiter needs to calculate
{

Y ′
1,Y

′
1

}

by his private key

which are protected by the difficulty of the ECDLP. There-

fore, even if an adversary intercepts{Y1,Y2}, it is impossible

to judge who is the signer or verifier. Therefore, our scheme

is non-transferable.

In addition, our scheme can judge who generated the sig-

nature, but the arbiter cannot tell who is the signer or verifier.

3) NON-DELEGATABILITY

Theorem 3: The proposed certificateless verifiable strong

designated verifier signature scheme is non-delegatable.

Proof: Non-delegatability means that only signers and

verifiers can generate valid signatures, and no other third

party can generate valid signatures. The adversary cannot

know the private key of the signer or the verifier, so he cannot

generate a valid signature unless he can solve the ECDL

problem. If the adversary wants to forge a valid signature,

first he has to know the parameters xR which satisfies R =

uA · PKUR negotiated by the signer and the arbiter. Then he

needs to calculate Z = (sA + y1) · (PKSB + y1 · P) and V =

(x1 · uA + q · k) ·PKUB. However, he can’t get the signer’s

private key, so he can’t forge a valid signature.

Even if the adversary expects to forge a transcript that

is indistinguishable from the original signature, he needs to

compute V = uB · x1 ·PKUA + uB · k ·Q, but he cannot solve

the ECDL problem to obtain the verifier’s private key.
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In another case, when the signer and verifier request arbi-

tration, the adversary cannot obtain the private key of the

arbiter, he cannot computes
{

Y ′
1=sA ·sB ·P,Y ′

2=uA ·uB ·Ps
}

according to {Y1,Y2}. Thus, the adversary cannot calculate

Z∗
1 = Y ′

1 + y∗1 · (PKSA + PKSB) + y∗1 · y∗1 · P and V ∗ =

x∗
1 · Y ′

2 + k∗ · q·PKUB the private key of the arbiter.

4) UNFORGEABILITY

Theorem 4: In the random oracle model, if the difficulty of

ECDLP exists, the proposed scheme is existentially unforge-

able against Type I adversary under adaptive chosen-message

attacks.

If there is a polynomial time super-level Type I adver-

sary who has the non-negligible advantage ε to forge a

valid CL-VSDVS, and there must be a polynomial time

challenger has the advantage ε1 which satisfies ε1 ≥

ε · tcu−1
tcu·tcu

(

1 − tcu
n

)tcu
(

1 − 1
tcu

)tppke
(

1 − 1
th2

)tv
(

1 − 1
th3

)tv
to

solve the ECDLP.

Proof: Assume that a probabilistic polynomial-time

algorithm super-level adversary A has non-negligible advan-

tage ε to forge a valid CL-VSDVS of the propose scheme.

We define an example of a challenger C solving an ECDL

problem as (G1,P, sP). We set the target ID to IDt , and

the goal is for the challenger to calculate the value of s by

interacting with the adversary. The interactions between the

adversary A and the challenge C are described below:

-Setup:The challenger C inputs a security parameter l, runs

the Setup algorithm, and generates the system parameters
{

Ep (a, b) ,G1, n,P,H1,H2,H3

}

. The challenger C returns

the public system parameters
{

Ep (a, b) ,G1, n,P,Ps,H1,

H2,H3} to the adversary A wherePs = s·P but s is unknown.

-Hash-Query to H1: The adversary A inputs {IDi,Di} to

request H1query from the challenger C. The challenger C

randomly selects hi ∈ [1, n− 1], and returns hi to the adver-

sary. Finally, C adds (IDi,Di, hi) to H1_list . If C finds the

corresponding record in the H1_list , then returns hi to A,

C does not need to perform the above steps.

-Hash-Query to H2: The adversary A inputs {Z ,m} to

request H2query from the challenger C. The challenger C

randomly selects k ∈ [1, n− 1], and returns k to the adver-

sary. Finally, C adds {Z,m, k} to H2_list . If C finds the

corresponding record in the H2_list , then returns k to A,

C does not need to perform the above steps.

-Hash-Query to H3: The adversary A inputs {V , k} to

requestH3query from the challenger C. The challenger C ran-

domly selects e ∈ [1, n− 1], and returns k to the adversary.

Finally, C adds (V , k, e) toH3_list . If C finds the correspond-

ing record in the H3_list , then returns e toA, C does not need

to perform the above steps.

-Create-User: The adversary A sends a user’s ID to the

challenger C, if IDi = IDt , the challenger randomly selects

rt , ht ∈ [1, n− 1], adds (IDt , ht) to the H1_list . C com-

putes Dt = rt · P, st = ⊥, adds (IDt , ⊥,Dt) to the

Partial_private_key_list . And then C picks the secret value

ut ∈ [1, n− 1], adds (IDt , ut) to the Secret_value_list .

C computes PKU t = ut · Ps, sets PKS t = Dt + ht · Ps,

and adds (IDi,PKU i,PKS i) to the Public_key_list .

If IDi 6= IDt , the challenger randomly selects si, ri, hi ∈

[1, n− 1], adds (IDi, hi) to the H1_list . C computes Di =

si·P−hi·Ps, adds (IDi, si,Di) to thePartial_private_key_list .

And then C picks the secret value ui ∈ [1, n− 1], adds

(IDi, ui) to the Secret_value_list . C computes PKU i = ui ·Ps,

sets PKS i = si · P, and adds (IDi,PKU i,PKS i) to the

Public_key_list .

Finally, C adds (IDi, si, ui,PKU i,PKS i) to user_list .

If the IDi already exists in the user_list , C does not need to

perform the above steps.

-Partial-Private-key-Query: The adversary A inputs IDi
to request Partial-private-key-query from the challenger C.

The challenger C runs the Create-Users algorithm, and

returns si to the adversary A. Finally, C adds(IDi, si,Di) to

Partial_private_key_list .

If IDi = IDt , because of st = ⊥, C ends the game.

If C finds the corresponding record in the Partial_private_

key_list , then returns si to A, C does not need to perform the

above steps.

-Secret-Value-Query: The adversary A inputs IDi to

request Secret-value-query from the challenger C. The chal-

lenger C randomly selects ui ∈ [1, n− 1], and returns ui to

the adversary. Finally, C adds (IDi, ui) to Secret_value_list .

If C finds the corresponding record in the Secret_value_

list , then returns ui toA, C does not need to perform the above

steps.

-Public-key-Query: The adversary A inputs IDi to request

Public-key-query from the challenger C. The challenger

C runs the Secret-value-query, Partial-private-key-query to

obtain the private key sk i = {ui, si}, and then runs Set-

Public-key algorithm to obtain the public key {PKU i,PKS i}.

Finally, C returns the public key {PKU i,PKS i} toA and adds

(IDi,PKU i,PKS i) to Public_key_list .

If C finds the corresponding record in the Public_key_list ,

then returns {PKU i,PKS i} to A, C does not need to perform

the above steps.

-Replace-Public-key-Query: The adversary A inputs
{

IDi,PKU i,PKS i,PKU
′
i,PKS

′
i

}

to request Replace-public-

key-query from the challenger C. Note that the IDi is an exist-

ing user’s ID. C sets ui = ⊥ and updates the Public_key_list

and Secret_value_list .

-CL-VSDVS-Generation-Query: The adversary A inputs
{

m, IDi, IDj
}

to request CL-VSDVS-Generation-query from

the challenger C. C runs the Partial-private-key-query and

Secret-value-query to obtain the private key of the IDi, and

runs the Public-key-query to get the public key of the IDj.

Then C randomly selects q ∈ [1, n− 1] and executes the

CL-VSDVS-Generation algorithm to obtain the correspond-

ing signature σ .

If IDi = IDt or IDi has been submitted to a public key

replacement query by the adversary, in other words, ui = ⊥

or si = ⊥.C runs the Partial-private-key-query and Secret-

value-query to obtain the private key of the IDj and randomly

selects T ∈ G1, q, k, xR ∈ Z∗
n , then computes Q = q · Ps and
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Z =
(

sj + y1
)

· (PKS t + y1 · P) where (x1, y1) is extracted by

the coordinates of T . Then C asks k = H2 (Z ,m) query and

computes V = x1 · uj · PKUt + q · k · uj. Finally, C asks for

e = H3 (V , k) and returns σ = {T , e, x2,flag} where (x2, y2)

is extracted by the coordinates of Q and flag depends on the

parity of y2. Apparently, σ = {T , e, x2,flag} can satisfy the

verification.

-CL-VSDVS-Verification-Query: The adversary A inputs
{

m, σ, IDi, IDj
}

to request CL-VSDVS-Verification query

from the challenger C.

If IDi 6= IDt (one case is IDj = IDt ), C ends the game.

Otherwise,C runs the Partial-private-key-query and Secret-

value-query to obtain the private key of the IDj, and runs

the Public-key-query to get the public key of the IDi. Then

C executes the CL-VSDVS-Verification algorithm to ver-

ify the validity of the signature σ . If the signature σ can

be verified, this means that C can find Z =
(

sj + y1
)

·

(PKS t + y1 · P) in the H2_list , V = x1 · uj·PKU t + q · k · uj,

k , and e in the H3_list . If C cannot search for any of the four,

stop the game.

Forgery: The adversary A gives a quaternion
(

m′, σ ′, ID′
i, ID

′
j

)

which satisfy:

① The signature σ ∗ is the valid signature of ID∗
i , ID

∗
j

and the message m∗. The adversary A has never submitted

the CL-VSDVS-Generation-query of ID∗
i , ID

∗
j and m

∗ to the

challenger C.

② The adversary A has never submitted Partial-private-

key-query and Secret-value-query about ID∗
i , ID∗

j to

challenger C.

If ID′
i 6= IDt (one case is ID′

j = IDt ), C ends the game.

Otherwise, C runs the Partial-private-key-query and Secret-

value-query to obtain the private key of the IDj, and runs

the Public-key-query to get the public key of the IDi. Then

C executes the CL-VSDVS-Verification algorithm to verify

the valid of the signature σ ′. If the signature σ can be verified,

this means that C can find Z =
(

sj + y′1
)

·
(

PKS t + y′1 · P
)

in

theH2_list and V = x1 ·uj·PKU t+q·k ·uj, k , e in theH3_list .

If C cannot search for any of the four, stop the game. Con-

versely, if σ ′ is valid, set t ′1 · P =
(

sj + y′1
)

·
(

PKS t + y′1 · P
)

and t ′2 · P = x1 · uj·PKU t + q · k · uj. From the game, we can

get that st = rt + ht · s and PKU ′
j = u′

j · Ps = u′
j · s · P,

so we can know that t ′1 =
(

sj + y′1
)

·
(

rt + ht · s+ y′1
)

and

t ′2 = uj · x
′
1 · ut · s+ uj · k

′ · q · s.

According to the Forking Lemma [58], C can also use t ′1 =
(

sj + y1
)

·ht · s+
(

sj + y1
)

· (rt + y1) to replay the game with

the same random tape but different outputs of H1query, and

C can obtain the second equation:

t ′1 =
(

sj + y1
)

· h
(2)
t · s+

(

sj + y1
)

· (rt + y1) ,

Because C can know x ′
1 fromQ′, sj andrt , but cannot know t ′1.

C can get the value of s and t ′1 according to the two equations.

In addition, C can also use t ′2 = x ′
1 · ut · u

′
j · s+ q′ · k ′ · u′

j · s to

replay the game with same random tape but different outputs

of H2query, and C can obtain the second equation:

t ′2 = x ′
1 · ut · u′

j · s+ q′ · k(2) · u′
j · s,

Because C can know x ′
1 from Q′, q′, ut and u

′
j, C can get the

value of s and t ′2 according to the two equations.

Analysis: In order to calculate the probability of Cwinning

the game, we define the following events:

E1: In Create-User algorithms, the identity IDt can be

created.

E2: In the Partial-private-key-query,C did not terminate the

game.

E3: Z in the H2_list

E4: V , k , e in the H3_list

E5: A forges a valid signature σ ∗ of the identities IDt , ID
∗
j

and message m∗.

According to the simulation of the game, we can assume

tcu, tppke, tvth1, th2, th3 are the maximum times of the

Create-Users, the Partial-private-key-query, the CL-VSDVS-

Verification-query, the Hash-query to H1, the Hash-query

toH2 and the Hash-query toH3, respectively. n is the number

of elements in the G1. And we can derive

Pr [E1] ≥

(

1 −
tcu

n

)tcu

,

Pr [E2|E1] ≥

(

1 −
1

tcu

)tppke

,

Pr
[

E3|E2
∧

E1
]

≥

(

1 −
1

th2

)tv

,

Pr
[

E4|E3
∧

E2
∧

E1
]

≥

(

1 −
1

th3

)tv

,

Pr
[

E5|E4
∧

E3
∧

E2
∧

E1
]

≥ ε ·
1

tcu
·
tcu − 1

tcu
,

The probability that C can win the game is

Pr
[

E5
∧

E4
∧

E3
∧

E2
∧

E1
]

≥ ε ·
tcu − 1

tcu · tcu

(

1 −
tcu

n

)tcu
(

1 −
1

tcu

)tppke
(

1 −
1

th2

)tv

×

(

1 −
1

th3

)tv

.

Because of the difficulty of ECDLP, the proposed scheme

is existentially unforgeable against Type I adversary under

adaptive chosen-message attacks.

Theorem 5: In the random oracle model, if the diffi-

culty of ECDLP exists, the proposed scheme is existentially

unforgeable against Type II adversary under adaptive chosen-

message attacks.

If there is a polynomial time super Type II adversary

who has the non-negligible advantage ε to forge a valid

CL-VSDVS, and there must be a polynomial time challenger

has the advantage ε1 which satisfies

ε1 ≥ ε ·
tcu − 1

tcu · tcu

(

1 −
tcu

n

)tcu
(

1 −
1

tcu

)tsvq
(

1 −
1

th2

)tv

×

(

1 −
1

th3

)tv

to solve the ECDLP.
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Proof: Assume that a probabilistic polynomial-time

algorithm super-level type II adversary A has non-negligible

advantage ε to forge a valid CL-VSDVS of the proposed

scheme. We define an example of a challenger C solving an

ECDL problem as (G1,P, uP). We set the target ID to IDt ,

and the goal is for the challenger to calculate the value of u

by interacting with the adversary. The interactions between

the adversary A and the challenge C are described below:

-Setup:The challenger C inputs a security parameter l, runs

the Setup algorithm, and generates the master-private key s,

master-public key Ps = s · P and other system parameters
{

Ep (a, b) ,G1, n,P,H1,H2,H3

}

. The challenger C returns

the master-private key s and the public system parameters
{

Ep (a, b) ,G1, n,P,Ps,H1,H2,H3

}

to the adversary A.

-Hash-Query to H1: The adversary A inputs {IDi,Di} to

request H1query from the challenger C. The challenger C

randomly selects hi ∈ [1, n− 1], and returns k to the adver-

sary. Finally, C adds (IDi,Di, hi) to H1_list . If C finds the

corresponding record in the H1_list , then returns hi to A,

C does not need to perform the above steps.

-Hash-Query to H2: The adversary A inputs {V,m} to

request H2query from the challenger C. The challenger C

randomly selects k ∈ [1, n− 1], and returns k to the adver-

sary. Finally, C adds {V ,m, k} to H2_list . If C finds the

corresponding record in the H2_list , then returns k to A,

C does not need to perform the above steps.

-Hash-Query to H3: The adversary A inputs {V , k} to

requestH3query from the challenger C. The challenger C ran-

domly selects e ∈ [1, n− 1], and returns k to the adversary.

Finally, C adds {V , k, e} toH3_list . If C finds the correspond-

ing record in the H3_list , then returns e toA, C does not need

to perform the above steps.

-Create-User: The adversary A sends a user’s ID to the

challenger C, the challenger randomly selects si, ri, hi ∈

[1, n− 1], adds (IDi, hi) to the H1_list . C computes Di =

ri · P, si = ri + ht · s, then adds (IDi, si,Di) to the

Partial_private_key_list .

If IDi = IDt , the challenger sets ut= ⊥, adds (IDt , ut) to

the Secret_value_list . C computes PKU t = uP · s, PKS t =

st · P, and adds (IDt ,PKU t ,PKS t) to the Public_key_list .

If IDi 6= IDt , And then C picks the secret value ui ∈

[1, n− 1], adds (IDi, ui) to the Secret_value_list . C com-

putes PKU i = ui · Ps, sets PKS i = si · P, and adds

(IDi,PKU i,PKS i) to the Public_key_list .

Finally, C adds (IDi, si, ui,PKU i,PKS i) to user_list

If the IDi already exists in the user_list , C does not need to

perform the above steps.

-Partial-Private-key-Query: The adversary A inputs IDi
to request Partial-private-key-query from the challenger C.

The challenger C runs the Create-Users algorithm, and

returns si to the adversary. Finally, C adds(IDi, si,Di) to

Partial_private_key_list . If C finds the corresponding record

in the Partial_private_key_list , then returns si to A, C does

not need to perform the above steps.

-Secret-Value-Query: The adversary A inputs IDi
to request Secret-value-query from the challenger C.

The challenger C randomly selects ui ∈ [1, n− 1], and

returns ui to the adversary. Finally, C adds (IDi, ui) to

Secret_value_list .

If IDi = IDt , because of ut = ⊥, C ends the game.

If C finds the corresponding record in the Secret_value_

list , then returns ui toA, C does not need to perform the above

steps.

-Public-key-Query: The adversary A inputs IDi to request

Public-key-query from the challenger C. The challenger

C runs the Secret-value-query, Partial-private-key-query to

obtain the private key sk i = {ui, si}, and then runs Set-

Public-key algorithm to obtain the public key {PKU i,PKS i}.

Finally, C returns the public key {PKU i,PKS i} toA and adds

(IDi,PKU i,PKS i) to Public_key_list .

If IDi = IDt , C returns {PKU t = uP · s,PKS t = st · P}

directly.

If C finds the corresponding record in the Public_key_list ,

then returns {PKU i,PKS i} to A, C does not need to perform

the above steps.

-CL-VSDVS-Generation-Query: The adversary A inputs
{

m, IDi, IDj
}

to request CL-VSDVS-Generation-query from

the challenger C. C runs the Partial-private-key-query and

Secret-value-query to obtain the private key of the IDi, and

runs the Public-key-query to get the public key of the IDj.

Then C randomly selects q ∈ [1, n− 1] and executes the

CL-VSDVS-Generation algorithm to obtain the correspond-

ing signature σ .

If IDi = IDt or IDi has been submitted to a public key

replacement query by the adversary, in other words, ui =

⊥ or si = ⊥.C runs the Partial-private-key-query and Secret-

value-query to obtain the private key of the IDj and randomly

selects T ∈ G1, q, k, xR ∈ Z∗
n , then computes Q = q · Ps and

Z =
(

sj + y1
)

· (PKS t + y1 · P) where (x1, y1) is extracted by

the coordinates of T . Then C asks for k = H2 (Z ,m) query

and computes V = x1 ·uj ·PKUt +q ·k ·uj. Finally, C asks for

e = H3 (V , k) and returns σ = {T , e, x2,flag} where (x2, y2)

is extracted by the coordinates of Q and flag depends on the

parity of y2. Apparently, σ = {T , e, x2,flag} can satisfy the

verification.

-CL-VSDVS-Verification-Query: The adversary A inputs
{

m, σ, IDi, IDj
}

to request CL-VSDVS-Verification-query

from the challenger C.

If IDi 6= IDt (one case is IDj = IDt ), C ends the game.

Otherwise,C runs the Partial-private-key-query and Secret-

value-query to obtain the private key of the IDj, and runs the

Public-key-query to get the public key of the IDi. Then C

executes the CL-VSDVS-Verification algorithm to verify the

validity of the signature σ . If the signature σ can be verified,

this means that C can find Z =
(

sj + y1
)

· (PKS t + y1 · P)

in the H2_list , V = x1 · uj · PKUt + q · k · uj, k , and e in

the H3_list . If C cannot search for any of the four, stop the

game.

Forgery: Finally, the adversary A gives a quaternion
(

m′, σ ′, ID′
i, ID

′
j

)

which satisfies:

① The signature σ ∗ is the valid signature of ID∗
i , ID

∗
j

and the message m∗. The adversary A has never submitted
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the CL-VSDVS-Generation-query of ID∗
i , ID

∗
j and m

∗ to the

challenger C.

②The adversaryA has never submitted Secret-value-query

about ID∗
i , ID

∗
j to challenger C.

If ID′
i 6= IDt (one case is ID′

j = IDt ), C ends the game.

Otherwise, C runs the Partial-private-key-query and Secret-

value-query to obtain the private key of the IDj, and runs the

Public-key-query to get the public key of the IDi. Then C

executes the CL-VSDVS-Verification algorithm to verify the

valid of the signature σ ′. If the signature σ can be verified, this

means that C can find Z =
(

sj + y′1
)

·
(

PKS t + y′1 · P
)

in the

H2_list and V = x1 · uj·PKU t + q · k · uj, k , e in the H3_list .

If C cannot search for any of the four, stop the game. Con-

versely, if σ ′ is valid, set and t ′2 ·P = x1 · uj·PKU t + q · k · uj.

From the game, we can get that PKU ′
j = u′

j · Ps = u′
j · s · P,

so we can know that t ′2 = uj ·x
′
1 ·ut ·s+uj ·k

′ ·q ·s . According

to the Forking Lemma [58], C can use t ′2 = x ′
1 · ut · u

′
j · s+ q′ ·

k ′ · u′
j · s to replay the game with the same random tape but

different outputs of H2query, and C can obtain the following

equation:

t ′2 = x ′
1 · ut · u′

j · s+ q′ · k(2) · u′
j · s,

Because C can know x ′
1 from Q′, s, q′, ut and u

′
j, but cannot

know t ′2. C can get the value of s and t ′2 according to the two

equations.

Analysis: In order to calculate the probability of Cwinning

the game, we define the following events:

E1: In Create-User algorithms, the identity IDt can be

created.

E2: In the Secret-value-query,C did not terminate the game.

E3: Z in the H2_list .

E4: V , k , e in the H3_list .

E5: A forgery a valid signature σ ∗ the identities IDt , ID
∗
j

and message m∗.

According to the simulation of the game, we can assume

tcu, tsvq, tvth1, th2, th3 are the maximum times of the Create-

Users, the Secret-value-query, the CL-VSDVS-Verification-

query, the Hash-query to H1, the Hash-query to H2 and the

Hash-query to H3, respectively. n is the number of elements

in the G1. And we can derive

Pr [E1] ≥

(

1 −
tcu

n

)tcu

,

Pr [E2|E1] ≥

(

1 −
1

tcu

)tsvq

,

Pr
[

E3|E2
∧

E1
]

≥

(

1 −
1

th2

)tv

,

Pr
[

E4|E3
∧

E2
∧

E1
]

≥

(

1 −
1

th3

)tv

,

Pr
[

E5|E4
∧

E3
∧

E2
∧

E1
]

≥ ε ·
1

tcu
·
tcu − 1

tcu
.

The probability that C can win the game is

Pr
[

E5
∧

E4
∧

E3
∧

E2
∧

E1
]

≥ ε1 ≥ ε ·
tcu − 1

tcu · tcu

(

1 −
tcu

n

)tcu
(

1 −
1

tcu

)tsvq
(

1 −
1

th2

)tv

×

(

1 −
1

th3

)tv

.

Because of the difficulty of ECDLP, the proposed scheme

is existentially unforgeable against Type II adversary under

adaptive chosen-message attacks.

5) SIGNER AMBIGUITY

Assuming that σ ∗ =
{

T ∗, e∗, x∗
2 ,flag∗

}

is a valid signa-

ture for the message m of the signer UA and verifier UB.

Because a random number q ∈ [1, n− 1] is needed in the

signature generation, the difference of q will lead to the

difference of valid signatures. Thus, the signer generates

a valid signature σ = {T , e, x2,flag} for the message m,

and we can know that Pr
[

σ = σ ∗
]

= 1
n−1

where n is the

number of elements in the G1. As for the transcripts, in CL-

VSDVS Simulation, the verifier needs to select a random

number q ∈ [1, n− 1], the difference of q will lead to the

difference of valid signatures. Thus, the verifier generates

a transcript σ =
{

T , e, x2,flag
}

for the message, and we

can know that Pr
[

σ = σ ∗
]

= 1
n−1

. Because the signature

and the transcript are indistinguishable, the adversary cannot

judge who is the signer, so our scheme can achieve signer

ambiguity.

Even if the signer is attacked by the key compromise

attack, the adversary can get the private key of the signer, but

the adversary cannot get q ∈ [1, n− 1] which is discarded

after signature generation, so the adversary cannot calculate

V = (x1 · uA + q · k) ·PKUB, and e = H3 (V , k). Thus,

we can know that the adversary cannot verify the signature.

Because an adversary cannot obtain the verifier’s private

key based on the difficulty of the ECDLP and cannot ver-

ify transcript. In short, our scheme can also achieve signer

ambiguity under signer’s key compromise attack if there

is no efficient probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm can

break ECDLP.

VII. COMPARISON

In order to achieve security level of 80 bits, we will set the

parameters as shown in the following Table 2. We define a

non-singular elliptic curve Ep (a, b) : y2 = x3+ax+bmod p

where a, bǫFp and p is a 160bits prime number.G1 is an addi-

tive cyclic groupwhich generated by a pointP onEp (a, b), its

order is 160bits prime number n. We define the Tate pairing

over the super singular elliptic curve E : y2 = x3 + xmod p

with embedding degree 2.We set n is a 160 bits Solinas prime

n = 2159+217+1 and a 512 bits prime number p+1 = 12nr .

The cost time of the operations are performed in Win-

dows 10 with Intel(R) Core (TM) i5-4210H CPU 2.90GHz

and 4.0GB RAM.
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TABLE 2. Parameters used for security level of 80 bits.

Then we give the following definitions:

T1 : Time to perform a hash function operation, and

here we assume that the execution time of all types

of hash functions is approximately 1.4ms.

T2 : Time to perform a pairing-based exponentiation

operation. T2 is approximately 37ms.

T3 : Time to perform an ECC-based scalar point multi-

plication operation. T3 is approximately 23ms.

T4 : Time to perform a bilinear pairing operation. T4 is

approximately 53ms.

T5 : The time to perform an operation of calcu-

lating y on elliptic curve based on x. T5 is

approximately 8.2ms

|G1| : The length of element in G1.

|G2| : The length of elements in G2 satisfying

G2 × G2 → GT .
∣

∣Z∗
n

∣

∣ : The length of element in Z∗
n .

∣

∣Z∗
m

∣

∣ : The length of element in Z∗
m which satisfies Z∗

n is

a subgroup of Z∗
m and m = 2n+ 1.

A. COMPARISONS OF SECURITY

According to Table 3, we can get that our scheme and

L’s [54], CZXY’s [53] and IB’s [51] scheme can meet the

security requirements in the following while the JHLC’s [29]

and KIB’s [57] scheme are not strong designated signature

schemes, so their schemes do not satisfy requirements of

non-delegability, non-transferability and signer ambiguity

security. In addition, both scheme of HTX [56] are not cer-

tificateless signature, thus, they cannot achieve the unforge-

ability against type I adversary and type II adversary. Besides,

they cannot achieve non-delegatability and signer ambiguity.

Note that for verifiability, both schemes of HTX are unde-

niable so that they can also achieve verifiability. However, our

verifiability is different from theirs. This is because: (1) the

first scheme of HTX realizes that the signer cannot deny the

signature generated by himself; the second realizes both that

the signer cannot deny the signature generated by himself,

and that the designated verifier cannot deny the transcript

generated by herself. (2) However, in our scheme, the arbiter

can judge the validity of the signature, and then we can get

who generated the original signature, i.e. the signer’s unde-

niability as well as who generated the signature transcript,

i.e. the verifier’s unde- niability. More importantly, ours can

confirm whether the verifier denies the valid signature.

TABLE 3. Security requirements of our scheme and related schemes.

TABLE 4. Time complexity of our scheme and related schemes.

In conclusion, our scheme satisfies the requirements

of very- fiability, unforgeability, non-delegability, non-

transferability and signer ambiguity.

B. COMPUTATIONAL OVERHEADS

According to Table 4, we can obtain the comparisons between

our scheme and other schemes in terms of time complexity.

Figure 15 shows that our signature generation time of the

scheme is shorter than IB’s and both two schemes of the

HTX, but longer than that of L’s, CZXY’s, JHIC’s and KIB’s

schemes. However, compared with L’s and CZXY’s schemes,

ours could achieve verifiability; compared with JHLC’s and

KIB’s oness, ours has non-transferability, non-delegatability,

signer ambiguity and verifiability.

In addition, according to Figure 15, the signature verifica-

tion time of our scheme is shorter than L’s, CZXY’s, IB’s and

both two schemes of the HTX, but slightly longer than that

of JHLC’s and KIB’s scheme, but our scheme is verifiable

when the signer and the verifier request the arbiter for judging

the validity of the signature, and whether there is cheating

between signer and verifier.

C. COMMUNICATION OVERHEADS

According to the Table 4, we can obtain the comparisons

between our scheme and other schemes in terms of signature

length. The signature length of our scheme is shorter than IB’s

and both two schemes of HTX, but slightly longer than that

of L scheme, CZXY scheme, IB scheme, JHLC scheme and

KIB scheme, which are shown in Figure 14. But compared

with L scheme and CZXY scheme, our scheme is verifiable

when the signer and the verifier request the arbiter for judging

the validity of the signature and whether there is cheating

between signer and verifier. Compared with IB’s scheme, our

scheme has non-transferability, non-delegata- bility, signer
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FIGURE 14. Signature length comparison.

FIGURE 15. Generating signature and verifying signature time-consuming.

ambiguity and verifiability. Compared with JHLC’s scheme

and KIB’s scheme, our scheme achieves non-transferability,

non-delegatability, signer ambiguity and verifiability.

D. TRADEOFF BETWEEN VERIFIABILITY AND

COMPUTATIONAL COSTS

To illustrate the tradeoffs between verifiability and computa-

tional costs, we tested at the RSA security level of 1024 bits,

2048 bits, 3072 bits, 7680bits and 15630bits, respectively,

and obtained the average computational costs of multiple

experiments, respectively, and obtain the average computa-

tional costs. In our scheme, the steps to achieve verifiability

are in the signature generation instead of the signature verifi-

cation. Therefore, we compare the time to generate signatures

with verifiability, the time a signature without verifiability,

and the time of CL-VSDVS-Verifiable verification to show

that our solution has relatively low computational costs and

being verifiable. According to our scheme, the time of gen-

erating a signature with verifiability is 7T 3 + 2T1 + T5. The

time of generating a signature without verifiability is 6T 3 +

2T1 + T5. The time of CL-VSDVS-Verifiable verification is

16T 3 + 3T1 + T5.

As shown in Figure 16, we remove the steps of achieving

verifiability, and select random numbers to replace some of

the parameters in the removed steps. The time of signa-

tures generated by the five security levels without verifia-

bility are 149ms, 203.4ms, 278.7ms, 488.7ms and 918.7ms,

FIGURE 16. Tradeoff between verifiability and consumption.

respectively. And the verifiable signature generation time are

172ms, 235ms and 322ms, 567.9ms and 1060.1ms, respec-

tively. In addition, the time consumption of CL-VSDVS-

Verifiable verification is 311.4ms, 521.1ms,714ms, 1255.1ms

and 2352.4ms respectively. CL-VSDVS-Verifiable verifica-

tion approximately takes about 2.2 times as long as the

generation of verifiable signatures. Comparatively, in our

scheme, although the computational cost of CL-VSDVS-

Verifiable verification is higher than that of signature genera-

tion without verifiability, the gap of the signature generation

time with or without verifiability is very small. Therefore,

from the perspective of signature generation, our solution has

relatively low computational costs with verifiability.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a new efficient certificateless

strong designated verifier signature scheme without using

bilinear pairings over elliptic curves. We have analyzed

that the proposed scheme is non-transferable, non-delegable.

In addition, we have also proved that our scheme is exis-

tentially unforgeable against type I and type II adversary

under adaptive chosen-message attacks. Besides, we have

proved that our scheme is unforgettable against type I and

type II adversaries under adaptive chosen-message attacks.

In addition, when the signer and the verifier have disputes,

the scheme can effectively realize that the signer cannot

deny the signature generated by himself, and the verifier

cannot deny the signature verification results. In other words,

the signer and the verifier can request the arbiter for judging

the validity of the signature, who generated the signature and

whether there is cheating between signer and verifier. More-

over, our scheme is safe and feasible for some applications in

low bandwidth network communication environment. Future

workwill focus on using zero knowledge techniques to design

certificateless verifiable strong designated verifier signature

schemes.
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